Security Awareness
Information Circular

Employee Inspections
What to Expect

Employee inspections are part of a layered approach to airport security and are conducted by multiple entities including the Department of Aviation Compliance and Enforcement, Contract Security, and Law Enforcement. With various inspection teams posted at various locations, an employee may be inspected more than once.

At inspection locations: Employees, purses, backpacks, fanny packs, brief cases, carry-on luggage, sealed/unsealed packages, boxes, coats, sweaters, jackets, clothing pockets, and electronics etc., may be inspected. Metal detector hand wands may be used.

At vehicle Inspection gates: Vehicles, under hoods, in trunks, storage compartments, front and back seats, floor mats etc. Inspection mirrors to check the undercarriage of the vehicle and metal detector hand wands may be used. Vehicle driver/occupants must open/close any vehicle compartment (s) for these inspections.

Remember, Security is Everybody’s Business!

The Department of Aviation, Security Division is responsible for managing an effective airport security program that ensures a safe and secure environment at the world's busiest and most efficient airport while exceeding customers' expectations and complying with applicable regulations, laws, and codes.

If you have any questions, please contact the Security Division via email at SecurityID@Atlanta-Airport.com.

We thank you in advance for your continued support of the Airport Security Program.